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DECISION OF THE BOARD DELIVERED BY STEVEN STEFANKO
[1]
In the fall of 2009, Council for the City (“City Council” or “Council”) initiated the
process of establishing a significant area plan for the southwest part of the City. It was
the first such plan undertaken by the City in a considerable period of time.
[2]
Over the next three years and nine months, a number of open houses,
workshops and meetings were held to obtain input from affected and interested parties
and a number of iterations of the plan itself were prepared.
[3]
On November 20, 2012, following completion of this extensive consultative
process, City Council approved the Southwest Area Secondary Plan (“SWAP” or “Plan”)
by adopting Official Plan Amendment 541 (“OPA 541”). Among other things, OPA 541
added SWAP to the list of Adopted Secondary Plans in s. 20.2 of the City’s Official Plan
(“City OP”).
[4]
SWAP comprises approximately 2,700 hectares (“ha”) or 6.4 % of the City’s
entire land area. From a planning perspective, it provides a level of detail greater than
the City OP. To the extent there is a conflict between SWAP and the City OP, the
provisions of SWAP prevail with one exception. That exception is set out in s. 20.5.1.5
of the Plan. This section states that some areas of SWAP are also subject to existing
Area Plans and, as a result, if a conflict arises between SWAP and the existing Area
Plan, the Area Plan policies shall prevail.
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[5]
The purpose of SWAP is succinctly stated in the first paragraph of s. 20.5.1.2 of
the Plan itself:
The purpose of the Secondary Plan is to establish a vision, principles and policies for the
development of the Southwest Planning Area as a vibrant community in the city which
incorporates a significant gateway into the city, elements of mixed-use development, an
increased range and density of residential built form, sustainability, preservation of
significant cultural heritage resources, walkability and high quality urban design.

[6]
There were a number of appeals filed following SWAP’s approval by City Council
and those appeals, for purposes of determination, were dealt with in phases during this
proceeding and were categorized as follows:
i.

General Policies and Servicing

ii.

Commercial Designations

iii.

Transportation

iv.

Natural Heritage and Open Space

v.

Site Specific Appeals

vi.

Mapping

In view of the phased nature of this proceeding, I will deal with each of these matters
separately.
[7]

It is also worth noting at this point that neither Jug Manocha, Salvatore Latella

nor Goal Ventures attended this hearing. The appeal by Mr. Latella was withdrawn, the
Goal Ventures appeal was adjourned sine die and the appeal of Mr. Manocha is dealt
with later in this decision.
I

GENERAL POLICIES AND SERVICING

[8]
Although initially, York and Sifton had concerns with respect to certain general
and servicing policies, after approximately two and one half weeks of hearing, York,
Sifton, Greenhills, Aarts and the City reached agreement in relation to modifications
(“Agreed Upon General Modifications”) to be made to the Plan for this phase of the
hearing. That agreement did not include Southside.
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[9]
The Agreed Upon General Modifications specifically relate to s.20.5.1.3, 20.5.3.7
and 20.5.16.3 of the Plan and comprise a portion of Attachment 1 (“Attachment 1”)
annexed hereto.
[10] The modifications initially suggested by Southside relate to s. 20.5.1.3, 20.5.1.5
and 20.5.16.3 as well as a number of density provisions in the Plan. These
modifications (“Southside General Modifications”) are more particularly set out on
Attachment 2 (“Attachment 2”) annexed hereto. They were opposed, in whole or in part,
by the City, York, Greenhills, Aarts and Sifton.
Southside General Modifications
Analysis and Disposition
[11] Richard Zelinka, a planner with Zelinka Priamo Ltd. provided expert land use
evidence on behalf of Southside.
[12] In relation to the “Vision” part of the Plan, he suggests that the word unique be
removed from s. 20.5.1.3 when describing the rural settlement of Brockley and that the
40 metre setback between the settlement boundary and new industrial buildings also be
removed. I do not believe either change should be made.
[13] I accept the evidence of Mark Dorfman, the planner who provided expert land
use evidence on behalf of the City, that the Brockley area is indeed unique. As for the
40 metre deletion, the existing 40 metre requirement underscores the setback sensitivity
required for industries adjacent to the Brockley Rural Settlement Area. In my view, such
sensitivity is a significant consideration for purposes of the Plan’s Vision. If I were to
make the change proposed, it would, at the very least, fly in the face of s. 20.5.14.1(ii)
which deals with the Brockley Industrial Neighbourhood. The existing language quite
properly addresses potential land use conflicts and is necessary and appropriate.
[14] The other changes proposed to the Plan’s Vision are in the eighth paragraph. It is
suggested that the word “flexible” be deleted since it is unnecessary and that in relation
to servicing and phasing, a decided emphasis be placed on the completion of
communities and the facilitation of the logical outward expansion of development.
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[15] The deletion of the word “flexible” suggests, by implication or otherwise, a rigidity
to the notion of servicing and phasing which, according to the evidence, does not
accord with the spirit and intent of other parts of the Plan.
[16] In terms of the other suggestion to this paragraph, I have a number of
reservations. First, there is in my view, an inherent subjectivity to the language
proposed which makes such language more problematic than beneficial. Second, unlike
other parts of the City OP which enumerate factors to be considered when assessing
the application of a particular phrase, there are no factors listed which could, or should
be considered when assessing the proper meaning to be attributed to the phrase “the
logical outward expansion”. Third, it is possible to interpret the proposed language in a
way that would have it apply to lands in the City but outside the Plan. This presumably
is not the intention of the proposed modification.
[17] Section 20.5.1.5 of the Plan stipulates what is to occur in the event there is a
conflict between its policies and those of an Area Plan. The changes proposed to this
section, not only reflect a dissatisfaction with the current language, but suggest that
such language is somehow ambiguous, confusing or both.
[18] In my opinion, the modifications suggested do not present any meaningful
improvement to what currently exists. In fact, it is arguable that confusion, which does
not exist, is created. For example, the use of the phrase “as they existed prior to the
Southwest Area Plan and its associated Official Plan Amendment” is, in my estimation,
highly problematic in that it does not reference any specific time-line or point in time.
This degree of uncertainty impacts its efficacy. Furthermore, the proposed change does
not adequately address the possibility of the Plan designations themselves being
amended in the future.
[19] The Southside Modifications also include certain additions to the Development
Phasing and Servicing provisions of s. 20.5.16.3. These changes do maintain some of
the modifications suggested by Sifton to this section but also add verbiage to the
section.
[20]

The added language “will encourage completion of communities and facilitate the

logical outward expansion of development from the existing built-up areas of London
and Lambeth” mirrors the language of the Southside proposed modification in the eighth
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paragraph of the Plan’s Vision referred to above. For the reasons I have already
expressed, I have reservations concerning this additional language.
[21] The last Southside modification to which I will refer focuses on a number of
density provisions in the Plan.
[22]

The words “minimum” and “maximum” in relation to density are replaced with the

word “target” and the word “overall” has been added. One of the reasons given for the
changes is that, as stated by Mr. Zelinka, in his Witness Statement, “the minimum
residential density policies are not appropriate or justified.”
[23] I am not persuaded that these changes are appropriate or justified because, in
my view, they create more problems than they purport to solve. For example, what does
“overall” mean from a density perspective? For another, how does the word “target”
provide a clearer or more precise policy directive than “minimum” or “maximum”? The
ambiguity created by these revisions reflects how difficult it is to make textual changes
with unequivocal precision.
[24] Based on all of the foregoing therefore, I am not satisfied that the proposed
revisions are sufficiently helpful or appropriate from a planning perspective. Accordingly,
I reject the Southside Modifications and it is so ordered.
Agreed Upon General Modifications
Analysis and Disposition
[25]

The expert testimony which I heard from, inter alia, Carol Wiebe, Jeffrey Paul,

Eric Saulesleja, John Lucas, Robert Stratford and Elizabeth Howson, over the initial two
and one half weeks of this hearing, in my view, easily validates the changes which are
being put forward.
[26] In addition to this testimony, Mr. Dorfman was called by the City to provide
testimony on the specific modifications agreed upon. In his professional opinion, these
modifications maintain the intent of the Plan, conform to the City OP and represent good
planning.
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[27] Based on the testimony above mentioned, the agreement reached and the
submissions of counsel, the Agreed Upon General Modifications, are hereby approved
and the Plan and OPA 541 are amended accordingly.
II
[28]

COMMERCIAL DESIGNATIONS

This phase of the hearing addresses Commercial designations and, as a result,

the Wonderland Road Community Enterprise Corridor (“EC”), which is part of the
Wonderland Boulevard Neighbourhood, is the focal point of that analysis.
[29]

The EC runs along Wonderland Road South (sometimes hereinafter referred to

as “Wonderland”) which, according to the Plan, is the “primary north/south arterial
corridor functioning as a gateway into the City from Highways 401 and 402 and as a
focal point which will create the identity for the broader Southwest Secondary Planning
Area.”
[30]

The boundary of the EC to the north is Southdale Road and to the south is

Hamlyn Street. As stated in s. 20.5.6 (i) of the Plan, the EC is a land use designation
that creates “opportunities for a broad mix of commercial, office, residential and
institutional uses.” According to some of the evidence in this proceeding, the EC unifies
the entire neighbourhood and is the hallmark of the entire Plan.
[31] Up until June 2012, the commercially designated space along Wonderland from
Southdale Road to just south of Bradley Avenue was 120,000 square metres (“sq m”).
This figure included 90,000 sq m of space owned by Southside which is currently
developed or approved/under construction (“Southside Land”). Other than the Southside
Land therefore, the Plan contemplated 30,000 sq m of commercial space.
[32] On June 26, 2012 however, City Council directed staff to include an “enterprise
designation” along the Wonderland Road corridor extending from Bradley Avenue to
Exeter Road. Pursuant to that direction, staff, in October 2012, in a report to the
Planning and Environment Committee, introduced the separate land use designation
which was called the Wonderland Road Enterprise Corridor.
[33] The square footage of commercial space in this new designation retained the
Southside Land but the 30,000 sq m which previously was permitted, was increased to
100,000 sq m.
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[34] Subsequently, on October 24, 2012, City Council changed the name of the
designation to the Wonderland Road Community Enterprise Corridor and extended
(“Extended Area”) that corridor further south from Exeter Road (sometimes hereinafter
referred to as “Exeter”) to Hamlyn Street. This extension added approximately 40 ha of
land but the commercially designated space of 100,000 sq m was not altered.
[35]

The Extended Area includes two significant landowner interests. At 17 and 31

Exeter Road, on the west side of Wonderland, are 11 ha of land owned by Aarts and, on
the east side of Wonderland, at the southeast corner of Wonderland and Exeter Road,
are 63 ha owned by Greenhills.
[36] As I have previously mentioned in these reasons, an agreement has been
reached among the City, Greenhills, York and Sifton (“Parties in Agreement”) regarding
certain provisions of the Plan. Attachment 1 includes the commercial changes
(“Commercial Changes Agreed Upon”) which reflects the understanding reached. The
Commercial Changes Agreed Upon are specifically referred to in s. 4.8.1, 4.8.2, 4.8.3,
20.5.6, 20.5.6.1, 20.5.6.2 and 20.5.6.4. Aarts supports these modifications but
Southside does not.
[37] Aarts has also proposed certain changes to the Plan. They are site specific in
nature in that they relate to 17 and 31 Exeter Road. The modifications in question
(“Aarts Changes”) would be added to the Plan as s. 20.5.6.6 and are more particularly
set out on Attachment 3 annexed hereto. The Parties in Agreement either support or, do
not oppose, the Aarts Changes.
[38] For ease of reference, I will hereinafter refer to the Commercial Changes Agreed
Upon and the Aarts Changes collectively as the “Commercial Modifications”.
[39] Southside has also put forward a modification in this phase of the proceeding. In
simple terms, Southside is proposing to add s. 20.5.6.1(xi) to s. 20.5.6.1 which would
impact the extension of the EC from Exeter Road to Hamlyn Street. The Southside
proposal (“Southside Commercial Changes”) is annexed hereto and marked as
Attachment 4. This final iteration of a proposed s. 20.5.6.1(xi) by Southside replaces its
initial iteration of this subsection which is found on page 2 of Attachment 2.
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Southside Commercial Changes
Analysis and Disposition
[40] According to Mr. Zelinka, the southerly extension of the EC to Hamlyn Street
exacerbates the City’s historical proclivity of over-designating commercial space, will
result in scattered commercial nodes being created along Wonderland and will result in
unintended consequences which are not in the public interest.
[41] The unintended consequences to which Mr. Zelinka referred included the
following:
(a)

Existing commercial centres would be hard pressed or simply unable to revitalize
or reformat;

(b)

There could be “leap frogging” of commercial development in the EC; and

(c)

It would be more difficult for the concrete batching plant located on the Spivak
Industrial lands (“Spivak Lands”) to relocate.

[42] I am not satisfied that the Southside Commercial Changes should be made for a
number of reasons.
[43] First, I am not persuaded a case has been made out that there is any greater
impact on existing commercial development if 100,000 sq m of commercial space is
permitted between Bradley Avenue and Hamlyn Street as opposed to simply permitting
the 100,000 sq m between Bradley Avenue and Exeter Road. To the contrary, the
evidence demonstrated that by having 100,000 sq m of commercial space over a larger
area, i.e. between Bradley Avenue and Hamlyn Street, the broader ranges of uses
contemplated in the EC were more likely to be promoted.
[44] Second, Mr. Zelinka suggested that the Southside Commercial Changes better
aligned with the concept of a “continuous commercial corridor” along Wonderland. It is
difficult to embrace this argument since the Plan does not contain the phrase
“continuous commercial corridor.”
[45] Third, the establishment of the EC was the result of an extensive public
consultative process which included resident groups, landowners and developers and
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their professional advisors. In fact, as reflected by Exhibit 46 filed in this proceeding, at
a public open house held in February 2012, City Council presented various options for
the land use designations in SWAP including the extension of a commercial designation
south of Exeter Road. In view of this process and in the absence of compelling evidence
to the contrary, I cannot accede to the position advance by Southside. I also believe it is
noteworthy that no other party has appealed the location of the EC.
[46] Fourth, the position advanced by Southside in this phase indicates, in my view,
either directly or indirectly, that Southside is competing for commercial gross floor area
with Greenhills and Aarts. Board jurisprudence suggests however, that it will not
intervene in the market place nor will it permit the planning process to be used as a
means to prevent commercial competition. In that regard, I believe the comments of
Vice Chair Campbell in LaSalle (Town) v. Windsor (City) [2009] O.M.B.D. No. 673 are
worth noting.
[47]

In that case, the Town of LaSalle was competing with the City of Windsor for

retail commercial development. At paragraph 31, Vice Chair Campbell stated that
LaSalle:
cannot use the process afforded by the Planning Act to ensure that it reserves a certain
portion of this type of development, or the market it serves for itself. The Board has
repeatedly told commercial competitors that it will not intervene in the market place, and
that it is not to be used as a means to prevent competition.

[48] Fifth, the withdrawal of the Southside modification with respect to s. 20.5.1.5 of
the Plan, impacts the arguments made concerning the proposed s. 20.5.6.1. Such
withdrawal was made near the completion of Mr. Zelinka’s testimony on the basis that it
was an “internal conflict.” In my view, the unintended consequence argument relating to
the Spivak Lands is severely weakened as a result.
[49] Sixth, since York and Greenhills have now agreed to allow the market to
determine how the commercial cap will be allocated within the EC, Ms. Wiebe’s initial
concern with respect to the corridor extension has been justifiably allayed. York
acknowledges that no single landowner within the EC will use the entire commercial cap
and presumably therefore, there will be a fair distribution of resources based on market
and not restrictions in planning instruments.
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[50] And lastly, by having the EC extend to Hamlyn Street while maintaining the
100,000 sq m of gross floor area, mixed use development as contemplated by the Plan,
will, in my view, be a logical consequence. Simply put, the permitted amount of
commercial space will be spread over a wider area and, consequently, there will be
room for as of right development of other complementary uses, thereby resulting in a
mix of uses throughout the corridor.
[51] Based on all of the foregoing, I cannot approve the Southside Commercial
Changes and it is so ordered.
Commercial Modifications
Analysis and Disposition
[52] Although the creation of the enterprise corridor along Wonderland and the
extension of that corridor to Hamlyn Street were not ideal, from a timing point of view,
and although staff did not recommend such designation, Council’s decision did indeed
manifest the positions and interests advanced by property owners over a considerable
period of time. The position of a municipal planning staff in any planning decision is
undoubtedly important, but that position must be balanced against and measured by the
planning position(s) advanced by affected parties and, needless to say, by the decision
itself of Council.
[53] The Commercial Changes Agreed Upon reflect, in my estimation, and quite
properly so, the submissions made by property owners and their professional advisors
and the decision of Council. Furthermore, they do not deviate, in any substantive way,
from the existing document and, as stated by Mr. Dorfman, they reinforce and affirm the
EC as a mixed use corridor. The changes proposed build on the current text of the Plan;
they do not detract from it.
[54]

In s. 2.1 of the Planning Act (“Act”), I am obligated to have regard to Council’s

decision in this matter. Accordingly, I have reviewed, not only the various
recommendations made by staff throughout the evolution of the Plan, but also the
various submissions made by affected parties, either directly or through their advisors,
from time to time.
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As was stated by Aston J. in Ottawa (City) v. Minto Communities Inc. [2009] O.J.

No. 4913 in paragraph 30:
Furthermore, it is important to keep in mind that the appeal process before the Ontario
Municipal Board is not merely a lis between the parties, but a process requiring the OMB
to exercise its public interest mandate. The decision to be made by the Board transcends
the interests of the immediate parties because it is charged with the responsibility to
determine whether a land planning proposal is in the public interest.

[56] In my opinion, Council’s decision with respect to the EC is in the public interest.
In the final analysis, I do not believe that that decision should be altered except to the
extent the Commercial Changes Agreed Upon do so.
[57] In relation to the Aarts Changes, I would reiterate my comments above
concerning the consultative process and s. 2.1 of the Act.
[58] I believe the Aarts Changes properly take into account the type of flexible
approach to the mix of uses permitted within the EC and, as confirmed by Douglas
Stewart, the planner who provided expert land use testimony on behalf of Aarts, such
changes are consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement 2005 (“PPS”), are in
conformity with the City OP and represent good planning.
[59] The modifications proposed by Aarts effectively limit the size of commercial
development on the site and, as a result, will in my estimation, complement other
commercial areas within the EC where the large retail use is permitted.
[60]

In summary therefore and for all the reasons above described, it is ordered that:

(a)

The Commercial Changes Agreed Upon and the Aarts Changes are hereby
approved; and

(b)

The Plan and OPA 541 are amended accordingly.
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TRANSPORTATION

Agreement Reached
Disposition
[61] After spending a considerable amount of time discussing and negotiating the
appeals filed with respect to the Transportation aspects of the Plan, agreement has
been reached by the various parties involved, including the City, as to the modifications
to be made. Those modifications (“Transportation Modifications”) are more particularly
set out in Attachment 5 (“Attachment 5”) annexed hereto.
[62] In support of the agreement reached, the City called Mr. Dorfman to provide
expert land use planning evidence and Maged Elmadhoon to provide expert testimony
in relation to transportation engineering.
[63] Mr. Dorfman reviewed in detail the various revisions reflected by Attachment 5.
He indicated, inter alia, that there is no intent to propose design changes to
Wonderland, that he had no difficulty with the deletion of the reference to the conceptual
local road network and that the level of detail being removed is no longer necessary. In
Mr. Dorfman’s opinion, the Transportation Modifications maintain the intent and purpose
of the Plan and represent good planning.
[64] Mr. Elmadhoon also reviewed the changes set out in Attachment 5. In general
terms, he had no concerns with the revisions proposed and was supportive of them
from an engineering perspective. During his testimony, among other things, he
responded to questions regarding the future realignment of Bostwick Road. Those
questions and his responses led directly to the insertion of s. 2.5.16.10 to the Plan.
[65] Two members of the public also appeared during this phase of the hearing and
were granted participant status.
[66] Brad McLellan, who resides at 4759 Wellington Road South, asked a number of
questions of Mr. Elmadhoon. Those inquiries, for the most part, focused on the City’s
Master Transportation Plan and how the road network within the Plan might affect roads
immediately adjacent to the Plan’s boundaries.
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[67] Al Mills, a resident of 3725 Bostwick Road, was also granted participant status.
He was, for the most part, in attendance on behalf of the Forest City Community Church
and he also asked questions of Mr. Elmadhoon. Those questions related to the future
widening of Bostwick Road and the specific location of the Kilbourne Road extension.
[68] Based on the agreement reached, the evidence of, among others, Mr. Dorfman
and Mr. Elmadhoon and the submissions of counsel, I am satisfied that the changes
proposed in Attachment 5 are in the public interest and represent sound planning.
Accordingly, it is ordered that the Transportation Modifications are hereby approved and
the Plan and OPA 541 are amended accordingly.
IV

NATURAL HERITAGE AND OPEN SPACE

Agreement Reached
Disposition
[69] Again, a great deal of time has been spent by the relevant parties, including the
City, to arrive at a resolution of differences concerning the Natural Heritage and Open
Space policies of the Plan.
[70] The modifications (“Natural Heritage Modifications”) which have been arrived at
are more particularly detailed in Attachment 6 (“Attachment 6”) annexed hereto.
[71] York and the City each called two witnesses to provide evidence in support of
Attachment 6. In the case of York, Ms. Wiebe provided expert land use planning
testimony and Chris Powell of Stantec Consulting Ltd. provided expert testimony as an
environmental planner. In the case of the City, Greg Barrett, the Manager of Planning
Policy and Programs for the City provided expert land use planning testimony and Brent
Tegler gave expert evidence as an ecologist.
[72] Mr. Powell raised the key issues to be considered in this phase of the proceeding
and explained why, in his opinion, modifications to certain Natural Heritage and Open
Space policies were needed. In general terms, he was supportive of SWAP but insofar
as the revisions agreed upon were concerned, he believed they were necessary
because they clarified or ameliorated the uncertainty which previously existed.
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[73] Ms. Wiebe discussed in detail the modifications made. During her testimony, she
confirmed that the revisions were less prescriptive and created additional clarity. She
also confirmed that, in her opinion, the Natural Heritage Modifications conformed to the
City OP and were consistent with the PPS.
[74] Mr. Barrett also acknowledged that the revisions in question clarified certain
policies. In his view, they maintained the Plan’s intent to establish neighbourhoods and
communities in the southwest area of the City slightly different than in other parts of the
City. He was also of the opinion that the modifications conformed to the City OP, were
consistent with the PPS and represented good planning.
[75] Mr. Tegler, an experienced ecologist, indicated that he supported the agreement
reached and that he had no difficulty with any modifications which changed an open
space designation to an environmental review designation. In simple terms an open
space designation represents an area of natural features deemed significant through
study whereas an environmental review designation is reserved for natural features
known to exist but a full and complete evaluation for which has not yet been done.
[76] In summary, the modifications which have been arrived at, reduce the
prescriptiveness of existing language, provide additional clarity to ensure that only
relevant policies will be taken into account when necessary and will specifically, in
certain sections, bring into play an Environmental Impact Study or incorporate, by
reference, the Act.
[77]

Based on all of the foregoing, I believe the changes agreed upon are in the public

interest and represent good planning. It is therefore ordered that the Natural Heritage
Modifications are approved and the Plan and OPA 541 are amended accordingly.
V

SITE SPECIFIC APPEALS

[78] The matters to which I will refer in this section are the site specific appeals filed
by Sifton, Manocha, Johnstone, 761 Ltd. and York. Again I will deal with each
separately.
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Sifton Appeal… 3614-3630 Colonel Talbot Road
Disposition
[79] Approximately four ha of this 20 ha parcel of land was initially designated Open
Space in the Plan and the remaining 16 ha designated Low and Medium Density
Residential.
[80] What has been agreed upon by Sifton and the City is to remove the Open Space
designation and replace it with Low Density Residential. The previous Low and Medium
Density Residential designations would remain the same except for a small strip of land
which becomes Low Density Residential.
[81] The changes agreed upon are more particularly outlined in Attachment 7
(“Attachment 7”) and Attachment 8 (“Attachment 8”) annexed hereto.
[82]

Jason McGuffin provided expert land use planning evidence in support of the

agreement reached and pointed out, among other things, as follows:
(a) The designation of the central portion of this site for open space is not founded on
any study or justification and these lands contain no natural heritage features and
serve no natural heritage function.
(b) Since the Figure containing the Conceptual Local Road network has been removed
from SWAP in an earlier phase of this hearing, on consent, and since the volume of
lands to be designated Open Space is significantly less than that identified in the
Council adopted SWAP, it is not appropriate to maintain the thin band of Medium
Density Residential that was proposed to wrap around the open space feature. This
Medium Density Residential band should be re-designated Low Density Residential
to be consistent with abutting land uses.
(c) The existing open space lands should be re-designated Low Density Residential to
be consistent with the predominate surrounding land use.
[83]

Based on the testimony of Mr. McGuffin, the agreement between Sifton and the

City and the submissions of counsel, I believe the revisions proposed are appropriate.
Accordingly, it is ordered that the modifications set out on Attachment 7 and on
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Attachment 8, in relation to this property, are hereby approved and the Plan and OPA
541 are amended accordingly.
Sifton Appeal… Part Lot 69
Disposition
[84]

The issues raised by Sifton in relation to this property have been addressed in

the Natural Heritage phase of this proceeding; specifically, the agreed upon revisions
are referenced in Attachment 6.
[85] The order approving Attachment 6 has already been made earlier in this decision
and as a result, it is unnecessary for me to do so at this point.
Sifton Appeal…1311, 1363 and 1451 Wharncliffe Road South
Disposition
[86] This property, as a result of Official Plan Amendment 554 (“OPA 554”) has been
re-designated from Auto Oriented Commercial Corridor and Multi-Family, High Density
residential to Community Commercial Node and By-law No. Z-1-132211 (“ZBA”) has
been passed by Council in relation thereto.
[87] Since all appeals with respect to OPA 554 and the ZBA have now been
withdrawn, pursuant to s. 17 (30) and s. 34 (23.1) of the Act, OPA 554 and the ZBA are
now in full force and effect. Therefore, the changes for this land referenced on
Attachment 8 are hereby approved and the Plan and OPA 541 are amended
accordingly.
Manocha Appeal
Disposition
[88] The property owned by Jug Manocha is in the southeast portion of SWAP and is
more particularly detailed on Exhibit 31 filed in this proceeding.
[89] However, Mr. Manocha did not appear at this hearing either on his own behalf or
by counsel or an agent. Mr. Patton advised that although he had expected to be
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retained by Mr. Manocha in this case, he has not. The City therefore requested that Mr.
Manocha’s appeal in this matter be dismissed.
[90] In view of Mr. Manocha’s failure to attend this proceeding and in the absence of
any communication from him, I have no alternative but to accede to the request of the
City. Accordingly, Mr. Manocha’s appeal is hereby dismissed.
Johnstone Appeal
Disposition
[91] Molly Johnstone is the owner of land municipally known as 284 Exeter Road
(“Johnstone Property”). Mr. Zelinka provided expert land use testimony in relation to her
property.
[92] According to Mr. Zelinka, the Johnstone Property is currently designated Medium
Density Residential, Environmental Review, Open Space and Light Industrial. He
pointed out that in the Natural Heritage phase of this proceeding, agreement was
reached with the City concerning these lands and that mapping changes are to be
made. These mapping revisions will, among others, be detailed in the Mapping phase
(“Mapping Phase”) of this hearing and will be submitted for approval.
[93] According to Mr. Zelinka, no new designations will be inserted and only modest
changes to the existing designations will be made. In his view, the mapping
modifications for the Johnstone Property represent good planning.
[94] Based on the foregoing, the agreed upon change(s) to the Johnstone Property
will be encompassed by the order I make in the Mapping Phase.
761 Ltd. Appeal
Background
[95] Jim Grewal is a principal of 761 Ltd., the owner of land municipally known as
4680 Wellington Road South (“Grewal Property”).
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[96] The Plan designates the Grewal Property as Light Industrial, Open Space and,
for the portion of the site which is south of the Dingman Creek, Urban ReserveIndustrial. 761 Ltd. has appealed (“761 Ltd. Appeal”) this designation.
[97] What is being proposed by 761 Ltd. is to re-designate the Urban Reserve land to
Light Industrial and to make modifications to s. 20.5.14.1 (ii) of the Plan. These
modifications (“Grewal Modifications”) are more particularly outlined on Attachment 9
annexed hereto.
The Evidence
[98] Mr. Zelinka also provided expert land use planning evidence in support of the
Grewal Modifications.
[99]

He pointed out, inter alia, that since the Grewal Property is in close proximity to

Highways 401 and 402, has frontage on Wellington Road and is near a rail line, it is
ideally suited for the Light Industrial designation. According to Mr. Zelinka, the land in
question is part of an existing industrial area and to retain an Urban Reserve
designation is the equivalent of denying the existence of the land within the Urban
Growth boundary.
[100] In relation to the current iteration of s.20.5.14.1 (ii), he was of the opinion that
certain provisions were either unnecessary, unwarranted or unduly restrictive and
therefore should be modified.
[101] From the City’s perspective, no change should be made to the Urban Reserve
designation and no change is required with respect to s. 20.5.14.1 (ii) except to delete
the word “shall” in subparagraph (e) thereof and replace it with the word “may” (“Word
Change”).
[102] Mr. Barrett gave expert land use planning evidence on behalf of the City. In his
view, the Light Industrial designation sought compromises the efficient development
pattern of the site and the lands to the south of the site. Timing and opportunity were
key considerations in his view and when those considerations were applied to the
Grewal Property, the changes proposed were not justified.
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[103] In relation to the current wording of s. 20.5.14.1 (ii), Mr. Barrett was of the opinion
that it provided a level and degree of specificity which, in the circumstances is required.
He testified that if the Grewal Modifications were approved, those modifications would
undo the controls presently in place and would be completely contrary to what is in the
Plan.
[104] David and Roma Lynn Gillis, Alan Tipping and Brad McLellan all live in close
proximity to the Grewal Property and spoke, as participants, in opposition to the Grewal
Modifications.
[105] A common theme running through their testimony is that a proper buffer should
exist between a light industrial use and the Brockley residential area. They also
expressed their concern and dissatisfaction for the industrial uses which have been built
up around them in recent years.
Analysis and Disposition
[106] Although the land which is proposed to be designated Light Industrial is indeed
near an accessible road and a rail line, and even though the lands to the west are used
for industrial purposes, I agree with Mr. Barrett that “timing and opportunity” are
essential considerations when assessing its designation.
[107] The portion of the site which is sought to be re-designated is large and the
Dingman Creek represents a natural boundary between it and the northerly portion of
the site. It is therefore by no means certain that it will develop on its own. As a result, it
is important and, frankly prudent, in my view, to assess its development capability with
the land to the south. This affords, in my estimation, maximum planning flexibility and
does not compromise the development pattern of the site and the lands to the south.
[108] As for the changes to s. 20.5.14.1 (ii), I have a number of reservations.
[109] The addition of the word and phrases “extra care”, “where necessary” and
“appropriate” in subparagraphs (c), (d) and (f) give rise to a degree of ambiguity where,
in my view, none currently exists. What constitutes “extra care”? When is it “necessary”
to provide a 40 m setback? What is an appropriate side yard and rear yard setback?
The word and phrases suggested are problematical and simply do not establish the
degree of clarity which presumably, was intended.
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[110] Section 20.5.14.1 (ii) currently stipulates that buildings and structures are to be
located a “minimum of 40 metres from the Brockley Rural Settlement boundary.” The
suggestion is to take “extra care” in the location of buildings and structures.
[111] As was clearly evident from the testimony of the participants, they are extremely
concerned with the potential intrusion a light industrial use may have on their residential
community in the future. In my opinion, a 40 m buffer is essential when assessing future
development in the Brockley Neighbourhood. Frankly, it provides a means to ensure
that the existing and well established residential settlement area remains protected
while, at the same time, allowing light industrial development to occur in an orderly
fashion. The change which is proposed undermines this balance.
[112] One of the purposes of a Secondary Plan is to provide greater specificity than
what might be contained in the parent official plan. The modifications put forward
derogate from that fundamental purpose.
[113] I recognize that, when drafting, it is sometimes inherently difficult to achieve the
degree of precision that a particular policy or policies may require. However, clarity and
certainty should always be the intended consequence of any drafting exercise. In this
case, the Grewal Modifications, in my estimation, fall short of that expectation and
should not be embraced.
[114] In the final analysis, there are many compelling reasons why the Grewal
Modifications are inappropriate. As a result, it is ordered that:
(a)
The Word Change is approved and the Plan and OPA 541 are amended
accordingly;
(b)

The Grewal Modifications are not approved; and

(c)

The 761 Appeal is dismissed.

York Appeal…Southdale and Bostwick
Disposition
[115] Agreement has been reached concerning the York appeal for 491 and 499
Southdale Road West and 3080 Bostwick Road. The changes agreed upon for this
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property are set out on the third page of Attachment 10 (“Attachment 10”) annexed
hereto. Ms. Wiebe spoke to the planning merits of these modifications along with the
agreed upon modifications for the York appeals relating to Colonel Talbot Road and
Wonderland and Wharncliffe Road South. She explained the nature of the changes on
page 3 (“Page 3 Modifications”) of Attachment 10 and testified that they represented
good planning.
[116] Based on the evidence of Ms. Wiebe, the submissions of counsel and the
agreement in place, it is ordered that the Page 3 Modifications are approved and that
the Plan and OPA 541 are amended accordingly.
York Appeal…Colonel Talbot Road
Disposition
[117] The appeal relating to 3493 Colonel Talbot Road is another non-contentious
matter. Again, an agreement has been reached with the City. This site is immediately
across from property owned by Sifton which I have dealt with previously in this phase of
the decision.
[118] Based on Ms. Wiebe’s testimony, the submissions of counsel and the agreement
in place, it is ordered that the modifications set out on page 2 of Attachment 10 are
approved and the Plan and OPA 541 are therefore amended accordingly.
York Appeal…Wonderland and Wharncliffe Road South
Disposition
[119] Counsel and Ms. Wiebe explained that the changes for this property municipally
known as 3313-3405 Wonderland Road South and 1789 Wharncliffe Road South have
been captured in the Transportation Modifications which I have previously approved in
this decision. As a result, it is unnecessary for me to deal with them any further at this
time.
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York Appeal…1959 Wharncliffe Road South
Positions of the Parties
[120] This property in the Plan is designated, for the most part, Medium Density
Residential (“MDR”), with some Low Density Residential (“LDR”) and some Open
Space. Ms. Wiebe pointed out that even though mapping changes have been agreed
upon and are incorporated in the Natural Heritage Modifications approved by me earlier
in these reasons, York and the City are at an impasse with respect to the other changes
sought.
[121] These other changes relate to York’s desire to have High Density Residential
(“HDR”) on its site in place of MDR and to expand the LDR designation somewhat. The
changes are more particularly detailed on page 1 (“Page 1”) of Attachment 10. Save
and except for the re-designation of the portion of the development site west of Savoy
Street as LDR and the attendant amendment to Schedule A in Appendix 1 (“York LDR
Modification”), the City is opposed to the balance of the changes (“York HDR
Modifications”) set out on Page 1.
The Evidence
[122] As I have already mentioned, Ms. Wiebe provided expert land use planning
evidence in support of the modifications sought by York. In her view, among other
things, these modifications provide for an appropriate range and mix of housing, are
consistent with the PPS and represent good planning.
[123] Mr. Barrett, the City Planner who provided expert land use testimony on behalf of
the City, disagrees with Ms. Wiebe. In his opinion, inter alia, the clear intent of the Plan
is to have the most intense development within or along the EC. To have HDR, as
proposed, would be entirely inconsistent with this intent.
Analysis and Discussion
[124] In order to properly assess the merits of the York HDR Modifications, I will
address the intent of the plan including other HDR sites within the SWAP, the Plan’s
MDR designation, transitional considerations and the matter of economic viability. I will
also touch upon, albeit briefly, the PPS.
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[125] Although s. 20.5.2 (iv) states, in general terms, that arterial roads such as
Bostwick Road and Wharncliffe Road South “shall generally experience a higher
intensity of development than the interior portions of the Planning Area,” this statement,
in isolation, is far from determinative as to whether HDR should exist on this site. What
one must focus on, in my view, is the extent of direction which may exist in the Plan
concerning HDR development along and within the EC, as suggested by Mr. Barrett.
[126] When turning to the Plan in this regard, it is very clear as to what is intended.
[127] Section 20.5.6.1(i) deals with the “Intent” of the EC and states that it is “to
provide for a wide range of large scale commercial uses, medium scale office
development, high density residential uses and institutional uses.” And on page 59 of
the Plan, s. 20.5.6.1 (ii) reads in part that “High Density Residential uses are permitted
at heights and scales greater than normally provided for in suburban locations” when
referring to the EC. (Board emphasis added)
[128] Since the area within which the subject site is located has no similar prescriptive
language, it is difficult to argue with Mr. Barrett’s evidence concerning the Plan’s intent
with respect to HDR and the EC.
[129] Mr. Barrett’s evidence is, in my view, further supported when one assesses the
existent of other opportunities for HDR development in the Plan. These existing other
opportunities are specifically set out, both textually and by mapping, in the Exhibits filed
in this proceeding as 86a and 86b. These Exhibits reflect no fewer than 10 areas
designated for HDR development and no fewer than nine such areas if one excludes
the Sifton property at 1451 Wharncliffe Road South (“Sifton Site”) which now no longer
has an HDR designation on it.
[130] Although it is arguable that for a particular area, the number of units built may not
correspond directly to the unit numbers on Exhibit 86a because of parkland dedication
considerations, these two Exhibits collectively demonstrate, in my opinion, the Plan’s
clear intent insofar as HDR development is concerned within SWAP.
[131] To suggest that there are not an adequate variety of locations to provide for long
term residential growth is to ignore or, at the very least, overlook the specific sites set
out on Exhibits 86a and 86b. Furthermore to argue that the removal of the HDR
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designation on the Sifton Site should be replaced with the requested HDR designation,
runs counter to the clear locational requirements of the Plan.
[132] It is also argued by York that the effect of the York HDR Modifications is to simply
allow for 12 storey development as opposed to nine storey development. Although, in
the strictest sense this statement may be true, it does not however properly take into
account the generous intensification increases the Plan confers on MDR designations.
[133] Subsections 20.5.4.1 (iv) (a)-(e) provide for MDR to occur at an intensity greater
than is traditionally contemplated. Specifically, s. 20.5.4.1(iv)(e) states that
“Development shall occur at a minimum density of 30 units per hectare and a maximum
density of 100 units per hectare. Building heights shall be a minimum of two storeys and
a maximum of nine storeys.” The same subsection also goes on to provide that
‘residential density exceeding 100 units per hectare (up to 120 units per hectare) may
be permitted…” These provisions apply to the site in question.
[134] In my opinion, taking into account the intent of the Plan as mentioned above and
the “high medium” provisions as stipulated in s. 20.5.4.1 (iv) (a)-(e), the site has been
appropriately dealt with from a residential planning perspective.
[135] York further argues that since the EC can effectively accommodate 14 storey
buildings, having 12 storeys on its remnant parcel would represent an appropriate
transition. I am not persuaded.
[136] The transition argument advanced may have some merit when considering
buildings along Bostwick Road; however, that argument has little, if any, bearing on an
appropriate transition going from the EC along Wharncliffe Road South into the
Lambeth Neighbourhood. Furthermore s. 20.5.4.1(i) of the Plan stipulates that
residential intensity is to generally decrease “with greater distance from the Wonderland
South corridor.”
[137] Another reason advanced by York in support of its proposed HDR modifications
relates to economic viability. It is submitted that, in practical terms, developers do not
build nine storey buildings because it is not economically efficient to do so. According to
Ms. Wiebe, in order to have a financially favourable building constructed, that building
should be 11-12 storeys in height.
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[138] The difficulty I have with this argument is twofold. For one thing, the nine storey
policies are not under appeal and therefore, are not before me. For another, the cost of
construction evidence was given by an expert in land use planning. There was no
expert evidence given by anyone who was qualified to speak to the issues of financial
feasibility and construction practices.
[139] When reviewing the subject site and its MDR designation, there is, in my view,
ample evidence to support the proposition that such designation is consistent with the
PPS. Compact form and the use of public transit are promoted as stated in s. 1.8.1 (a)
and (b), there is an appropriate range of housing types and densities to meet projected
requirements as mentioned in s. 1.4.3 and there is a range of uses and opportunities for
intensification and redevelopment as prescribed by s. 1.1.3.2 (b). I am satisfied that the
City’s position with respect to this appeal is consistent with the PPS.
Disposition
[140] The fundamental issue related to the York HDR Modifications is whether its site
is an appropriate location for high density residential development taking into account
the various considerations to which I have alluded. The exercise is not simply an
assessment of the locational criteria set out in s. 3.4.2 of the City OP. It is much more
than that.
[141] In my view, the Plan’s intent and its policies are abundantly clear, and there is no
justifiable reason to deviate from that intent and those policies in the manner suggested
by York. Based on all of the foregoing therefore, it is ordered that:
(a)
As agreed between the City and York, the York LDR Modification is hereby
approved and, as a result, the Plan and OPA 541 are amended accordingly; and
(b)
The York HDR Modifications are not approved and the appeal, in that regard, is
dismissed.
VI

MAPPING

[142] This final phase dealt with the various changes to be made to the maps and
Schedules of the Plan based upon the agreements reached during the course of this
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proceeding. Attachment 11 (“Attachment 11”) annexed hereto details these
modifications (“Attachment 11 Modifications”).
[143] Mr. Barrett again came forward to speak to the changes which have been made.
He explained the nature of the revisions and pointed out where the revised maps and
Schedules would be inserted in the Plan itself.
Disposition
[144] Based on the testimony of Mr. Barrett, the submissions of counsel and the
agreements reached, it is ordered that:
(a)

The Attachment 11 Modifications are hereby approved, save and except for
those areas of mapping, if any, which may be inconsistent therewith and which
are the subject matter of orders made by me earlier in this decision; and

(b)

The Plan and OPA 541 are amended accordingly.

[145] I shall remain seized of the Plan and OPA 541 should further input be required of
the Board.
[146] Finally, I am grateful to counsel and all witnesses for their thoroughness in the
preparation for and the conduct of this hearing.

“Steven Stefanko”

STEVEN STEFANKO
VICE CHAIR
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